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Title  :            Shinji Daigeki Action: Rasetsu no Ken 
By     :                            Kenny 
E-mail :                      radicalz@telkom.net 

This is my second walkthrough, and this walkthrough is my own walkthrough. So 
don't try to COPY IT and submit this walkthrough at another game link and  
give it YOUR NAME on it. My walkthrough is personality use. 

Oh yeah, don't forget if I'm Indonesian, so please let me know if there  
are a wrong letters, ask me if you don't know my meaning in this  
walkthrough, after that I will answer you at your E-mail address, and don't  
forget to put 'Shinji Daigeki Action : Rasetsu no Ken' words or 'Soul of the 
Samurai' words as the subject. 
I'm sorry of my bad English.  

If you want to use this walkthrough as your own walkthrough, don't try to go  
out of my path at this walkthrough. 

You can read this walkthrough and my other walkthrough at these sites too : 
http://vgstrategies.about.com 
http://www.planetweb.purespace.de 

Here is vgstrategies.com 's ad : 

Video Game Strategies: The largest video and computer game help site on 
the web. Covering 34 systems from the classic consoles to today's current 
generation, with over 9,800 games now indexed. 
http://vgstrateiges.about.com 
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############# 
V E R S I O N 
############# 

Version 1.0: Contains a little walkthrough.  
I make this walkthrough at : 5:55 PM 5/22/99 

Version 1.1: I complete the Kotaru's walkthrough and start make the Hyaku's  
walkthrough. 
I make this update at : 7:08 PM 5/30/99 

Version 1.2: I make Hyaku's walkthrough 
I make this update at : 6:04 PM 6/3/99 

Version 1.3: I finished Hyaku's walkthrough and correct some words 
I make this update at : 3:09 PM 6/4/99 

Version 1.4: I give a little trick  
I make this update at 12:06 AM 6/6/99 

Version 1.5: Add a little words 
I make this update at 9:42 PM 6/6/99 

Version 1.6: Add a little tricks 
I make this update at : 1:19 PM 6/11/99 

Version 1.7: Correct some words 
I make this update at : 3:52 PM 6/14/99 

Version 1.8: Add some sentences 
I make this update at : 11:45 PM 7/24/99 

Versoin 1.9: Add vgstrategies' ad 
I make this update at : 12:54 AM 7/27/99 

Version 2.0: Add some words 
I make this update at : 3:41 AM 8/6/99 

Version 2.1: Correct some words 
I make this update at : 6:53 AM 8/13/99 

Version 2.2: Add a little sorry above 
I make this update at : 5:38 PM 1/5/00 

Version 2.3(LAST VERSION): I change my E-mail address! If you want to contact 
                           me, E-mail me at radicalz@telkom.net 
I make this update at : 22:10 12/07/01 

######################## 
B A S I C  C O N T R O L 
######################## 

Directional Pad :      Move your character 



Square :               Pick item or attack enemy if you already equip your  
                       weapon or talk to citicens if not equip sword 
Circle :               Use item which you are equiping (look your right  
                       bottom) 
X :                    Jump 
Triangle :             Equip your weapon or put your weapon on it slope 
R1 :                   Block 
L1 + directional pad : Run                
L2 :                   Change the item you are equiping  
R2 :                   None 
Select :               Go to Select screen 
Start :                Go to your status and your Magic Sword screen (how to  
                       use it) 
Press select to skip most of the animation. 

The easiest to defeat the enemy (but, your enemy must attack you with his  
sword) : Look this trick and practice it 
R1 + Square in a proper time (before you hear "cling" sound) :  
Block and attack enemy till die (you need a practice) 

####################################### 
K O T A R U ' S  M A G I C  S W O R D S 
####################################### 

MAGIC SWORD (USE THE BLUE BAR) 

Right + Left + Square :  
Magic Sword (1 blue bars) 

Hold Square for about 3 or 2 second : 
Magic Sword 2 (2 blue bars) 

Use triple slashes technique, after the third slash, press square rapidly : 
Magic Sword 3 (3 blue bars) 

Use triple slashes technique (when your life bar is red) : 
Magic Sword 4 (3 blue bars) 

################################## 
K O T A R U ' S  T E C H N I Q U E 
################################## 

ATTACK MOVES 
Directional pad (press one time) + Square : 
Thrust the enemy.  

X + Square :  
Jump and slash 

Directional Pad (tab it. Like : up up, right right, etc) + Square : 
Slash the enemy 

####################################### 
H Y A K U ' S  M A G I C  S W O R D S 
####################################### 

*  Use your dagger 
<> Use sword which you get from your friend 



* Press and hold R1 + up for view seconds then press circle (still hold  
  R1 + up) : 
  Throw 3 daggers (maybe) on one time to up (use 1 blue bar) 

* Press and hold R1 + down for view seconds then press circle (still hold  
  R1 + down) : 
  Throw 3 daggers (maybe) on one time to down (use 2 blue bars) 

* <> Press and hold R1 + right for view seconds then press circle (still hold  
     R1 + right) : 
     Throw 3 daggers (maybe) on one time to right (use 1 blue bar) 

* <> Press and hold R1 + left for view seconds then press circle (still hold  
     R1 + left) : 
     Throw 3 daggers (maybe) on one time to left (use 1 blue bar) 

Fifth slashes + press square rapidly : 
Your most powerful magic sword (use 3 blue bars) 

Fifth slashes (this magic sword will happen if your life bar is red): 
Final desperation (use 3 blue bars) 

#################################### 
H Y A K U ' S  T E C H N I Q U E S 
#################################### 

Press back and square : 
Back kick 

Press right and square : 
Circle swing  

Press left and square : 
Circle Swing 

Press forward and square : 
Cut down  

Double tab forward and press square : 
Slice   

X + square : 
Jump attack 

################################## 
S E L E C T  T R A N S L A T I O N 
################################## 

Before I tell you the walkthrough, I tell you the translation : 
If you push select, there are four options.  

If you choose the upper option : 
1. Info  
2. Use Item (use any item. Example : Herb, antidote, key, etc) 
3. Choose your sword 
4. Exit (you can also press X to exit this menu) 



If you choose the left option : 
Yeah, this option is only look the map 

If you choose the right option : 
I'll explain it one by one. 

1. Controls --> left : default , right : change 
2. Vibration --> left : on , right : off 
3. Sound --> left : stereo , right : mono 
4. BGM --> left : on , right : off 
5. Sound effect --> left : on , right : off 
6. Change blood color 

If you choose the bottom option : 
This option is exit from select option and back to the game (you can 
also press X to exit) 

Now, I will tell you this game walkthrough 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PROLOGUE 
Kill two enemy. 

Choose your character  
First character : Kotaru     
Second character : Hyaku  

###################################### 
K O T A R U ' S  W A L K T H R O U G H 
###################################### 

If you already end this game, prologue is no use. 

Now, I will explain the first character first : Kotaru 

Kotaru 
| First Day | 

Item : 3x herbs 
Enemy : 8x enemies , 1 boss 

I'll give you the map you're visiting this time:  

          ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___ 
         |_h_|-|___|-|_h_|-|___|-|___|-|___|-|___|-|s_p| 
                       |                        
                      _|_      Legend : 
                     |___|     s_p : Starting Point 
                       |       _h_ : herb 
                      _|_       
                     |___| 
 ______                | 
|      |  ___   ___   _|_ 
|______|-|___|-|___|-|___| 

From starting point, go on;  



Face 1 enemy, then go on;  
Face 2 enemies, then go on; 
Face 2 enemies, then go on; 
Face 1 enemy, then go on; 
Face 2 enemies; Now, there is an intersection and 1 herb. First, go up, then 
take 1 herb and go up. Next, go up. Now, there are 1 herb and save point.  
Now, go back to the intersection and go left, then go on until you reach a  
house and enter that house. 

There, that is an event. Next, you went to the past {I don't know what you  
can do here. I guess you can practice to your friend (try to get new  
technique)} If you already try a new technique, press select. 

Next, you'll see an event again. In that event, you'll see a man. I don't  
know who is he (you'll know if you watch real ending). After that, go back to 
the starting point to fight your firstboss, but becareful with enemies. 

The easiest to defeat the boss : 
First, stay at your position, then after he launch his attack, attack him.  
And don't let him attack him. If you let him attack, next attack he'll use  
his special attack. 

| Second Day | 

In this day you'll got a friend. But becareful, this is not the true  
meaning of friend. You'll got to protect her. I suggest you to not let her  
hurt.

I'll give you the map of the city :  
               Day 6  
          ___   _|_   ___   ___        Legend : 
Day 2  -|___|-|___|-|___|-|___|-Day 4  s_p  : Starting Point 
                 |           |         Day 1, etc : If you go to this place, 
                _|_   ___    |                      you go or back to day 1 
               |___| |___|   |                      
                 |     |     |          
                _|_   _|_   _|_         
       Day 1 -|___|-|s_p|-|___|         
                       | 

From starting point, talk to all of the citicen, then go to mis. 2.  

I'll give you the map of day 2 : 
             ___   ___   ___   ___   ___ 
            |___|-|___|-|___|-|___|-|___| 
              |                       | 
 ___   ___   _|_   ___               _|_   ______ 
|___|-|___|-|___|-|___|             |___|-|      | 
  |     |           |                     |______| 
 _|_   _|_         _|_ 
|___|-|___|       |___| 
  |                 | 
 _|_               _|_ 
|___|-------------|___|          Legend : 
  |                 |            s_p : Starting Point 
 _|_                |            g_f : Got Friend 
|___|---------------- 
  | 
 _|_ 



|___|
  | 
 _|_ 
|___|
  | 
 _|_   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___ 
|g_f|-|___|-|___|-|___|-|___|-|s_p|- city 

Item : herb, antidote, first key, second key, 2x med. herb 
Enemy : 39 enemies (if you complete explore), 1 boss 

I want to tell you, if at this day, there are 2 enemies average per 
change view. 

Look! There are 39 enemies if you explore this area completely. So,I give 
you the walkthrough of this day to the point. Let's check it out! 

From starting point, go on, until you got friend you must protect (event).  
There is a save point on your right. Next, go on, event, kill them both; And 
go straight on (2 view). There are 2 enemies and 1 herb. Now, go right,  
fight 2 enemies, take the antidote. Next, go up 2 screen; Face 2 enemies  
and take your first key on your right bottom screen. Next, go up 1 screen; 
You will fight 2 ninjas and an intesection (go right to bridge and down). 
Take to the bridge (the right one). Then, there is an intersection again.  
Go up (If I not wrong. But, the right one if you enter the room and you see  
an event). There you'll find a blue shiny item and fight 2 ninjas. After you 
finish them both, go back to the intersection (which the intersection is : 
go right : bridge and go down). Now, take go down one. Nah! from now on, you 
can go woth your instinc. Because there is only one path. The item you must  
get is : 2x med, herb. If you go down, then go up, you see an event. Go on, 
you will fight your boss. Before you fight the boss, there is a save point 
at your left. 

The easiest to defeat the boss : 
First, run to anyway. After he launch his attack, just use your thrust  
ability. Use your thrust ability continuesly untill he die. Becareful with  
his attack. His attack cause much damage. 

| Third Day | 

Item : 3x herb, 2x med. herb 
Enemy : ?? monster or samurai, 3 monsters, 2 bosses 

Now, this is the map :  
             ___  
            |_2_| 
              | 
       ___   _|_   ___   ___   ___   ______ 
      |_1_|-|m_h|-|___|-|_h_|-|___|-|      |   Legend : 
                          |         |______|   s_p : Starting Point 
 ___   ___   ___   ___   _|_                   m_h : Med. herb 
|_3_|-|m_h|-|___|-|___|-|___|                  _h_ : herb 
              |           |                    e_p : Exit Point after kill 
             _|_         _|_   ___                   2 bosses 
            |_h_|       |___|-|e_p|            _1_ or another : Point that  
              |           |                                     you must  
             _|_   ___   _|_                                    remember 
            |___|-|___|-|_h_| 



                    | 
                   _|_ 
                  |s_p| 

Do you know my meaning at : 
Enemy : ?? monster or samurai 
This mean is you can fight with monster or samurai as many as you want by  
run to anywhere.  
Example : from the place you get m_h (near _3_). You face 1 enemy. Now, go  
back. There is enemy here. Kill him. Go to the place you get m_h. There is  
an enemy there. Hah!? you already killed him just now, right? 
Nah, that is the example. 

Now, take all the items. Then I explain this map to the point.  
From s_p, go on the path. You will hear a sound (wonder what is that sound?) 

Now, go to _1_. There, you must becareful. There is a shiny item. How to get  
it? Press Triangle (if you equip your sword). Look your back (press up at  
your Directional Pad). And repeadly press Square (you don't need to press it  
quickly) Next, you must run and jump until you save (you need to practice I 
guess).  

Now, go to _2_. There, you must becareful. There is a shiny item. Just take  
it. But, 1 samurai will jump from the ceiling (I don't know from where he is 
jumping ^_^)  

Then go to _3_. There, use your statue (you got from _1_ and _2_). Next, go 
to boss area. Before enter, save your game.  

In Boss Area, you fight with 3 monsters first. 

The easiest to defeat the enemies : 
There are three monsters right? Those two monsters are stand and one is  
crawl. First, go to the crawl one, and he will stand like the other. After  
that, run around. After they are close with another, stand at your position  
and slash them with your three slashes technique. After they die, you see an 
event and you will face your third boss. 

Now, you fight your third boss. This boss doesn't have the easiest to defeat, 
but I try to make it. 

The easiest to defeat it : 
First, run and run. 
Then, after he cast his magic, run until you near the boss, then press R1 
and use jump and slash technique. Next turn is same. 
Now, after his HP bar is little, he is flying and turning around. Nah! I  
don't  have the easiest to defeat it now. But, there is a trick to defeat  
him. 
There are 4 trick to defeat him : 
1. Run and use your jump and slash technique (you must one line with him). 
2. Go to the center of the area, then if he go to the center of the screen, 
   jump and slash him. 
3. Go to the left or right of this area. Now, go to the left bottom screen  
   (if you go to the right of the area). Then, if he go to the right area, 
   slash him. 
4. Slash him if his fly is near with earth, slash him one time. 

Nah! there are the trick to defeat the boss. This boss is the most powerful  
boss I think. So...... Good Luck this is my last word ^_^ 



BUT! don't think after you defeat this boss you are save. YOU GOT TO SAVE  
YOUR LIVE BY EXIT FROM THIS CAVE!!!! But, there is a boss you must fight to  
get a sword.  

The easiest to defeat it : 
Equip your new weapon and keep it at the corner and use your triple slash  
technique. Don't use your herb or something you can heal yourelf because  
the boss is easy if you know the trick. Don't let him stand up and attack 
you. His attack can cause much damage. 

Now, go to the e_p and your third day complete. 

| Forth Day | 

Item : 2 med. herb, ... 
Enemy : ?? enemies 

Do you know what I mean at : 
2 med. herb, ... and ?? enemies 
These mean are you can fight with monster or samurai as many as you want and  
you can collect many item. 

Now, take 2 med. herb at the upper corner left and right. Now, I don't know  
what can I do now. Under constraction... (just kidding)  

Hah!? under constraction? I know what I can do. 
Now,just kill all.  

Kill the villagers 300 of them and you'll receive a rusted sword. Then after  
you kill them all off go to the left of the map you'll meet up with musashi  
(I think ^_^), then go to the costume maker (upper left of the town). Next,  
kill the zombies. Then, after your costume is change, go to the upper right  
of the town. Go on until place before you go to the forest. Enter the house 
on your right. There, give the rusty sword to him. Now, go to the beach  
(first beach) and kill musashi. 

The easiest to defeat it: 
Just knock him down and if he get up, slash him with your triple slash.  
Once his life is 3/4 gone he will start sliding around more often and pulling 
off his slash attack. Becareful and good luck! ^_^ 

Now, go to day 5's place. 

              Day 6 
         ___   _|_   ___   ___          Legend : 
Day 2  -|___|-|___|-|___|-|___|-Day 4  s_p : Starting Point 
                |           |            
               _|_   ___    |            
              |___| |___|   |            
                |     |     |            
               _|_   _|_   _|_ 
Day 5, Day 1 -|___|-|s_p|-|___| 
                      | 

I am not add the map for Day 4 because the day tells you to collect item. 
But, becareful with the poisonous bird. Kill the bird if the bird want to  
attack you. In this day, collect your blue bar. You need it if you fight  



the boss in day 5 later. 

Day 4 is very short isn't it? I only took 20 minutes here (it's contain  
collect items) 

Now, after you collect the item, go to the Day 5 place. 

| Fifth Day | 

Item : 1 herb, 3 med. herbs, item (look like a key), sword  
Enemy : ?? enemies 

I'll give you the map you're visiting this time:  

                         ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___ 
                        |___|-|___|-|___|-|s_p|-|___|-|___|-|___|-|___| 
                                |     |           S T I L L  D A Y  4 
 ___   ___                     _|_   etc 
|___|-|_s_|                   |_h_|         
  |                             |         Legend :  
 _|_   ___   ___         ___   _|_        _s_ : You get sword 
|a_i|-|___|-|___|-------|___| |___|       a_i : You get item after kill your 
  |     |                 |     |               enemy 
  |    _|_   ___         _|_   _|_ 
   ---|___|-|___|       |___| |___| 
        |     |           |     | 
        |    _|_   ___   _|_   _|_ 
         ---|___| |m_h|-|___|-|m_h| 
              | 
             _|_ 
            |___| 
              | 
           ___|___ 
          |       |  
          |_______|-etc 

First, take all item, then take the _i_ and _s_ . Now, save your game at save 
point (flower) outside the room you get _s_. Now, go to the boss area and use 
the item (look like a key). Now, you fight with the boss. The boss is your  
friend. 

The easiest to defeat the boss :  
Just press R1 always. This boss is easy I think. But, this boss can block 
your attack. You can't defeat him by only attacking with triple slash. I  
already tell you the way to use magic sword, right? Yes, if you want to  
defeat him quickly, use your triple slash (use double slash is enough) +  
Magic Sword 1 after he attack you. This trick cause much damage. 

| Sixth Day | 

Now, if your item is little, collect it. The sixth Day is at the : 

             Day 6 
        ___   _|_   ___   ___         Legend : 
Day 2 -|_c_|-|___|-|___|-|___|-Day 4  s_p : Starting Point 
                |           |         _c_ : Costume maker      
               _|_   ___    | 
              |___| |___|   | 



                |     |     | 
               _|_   _|_   _|_ 
Day 5, Day 1 -|___|-|s_p|-|___| 
                      | 

Now, you take your restored sword at blacksmith. Take the sword.  
Most enemies die when they take only 2 slashes from this sword. 

I'll give you the sixth day's map : 
                    ___   ___   ___ 
                   |___|-|___|-|___| 
                     |           | 
                    _|_         _|_  
                   |___|       |___| 
                     |           | 
              ___    |          _|_    ___   ______ 
             |___|---          |___|--|_i_|-|      | 
               |                            |______| 
              _|_   ___   ___ 
             |___|-|___|-|___| 
                           | 
                    ___   _|_  
                ---|___|-|m_h|            Legend : 
                |                         1_A , etc : After you take the item 
               _|_                                    you fight 1 enemy, etc 
              |1_A|                       _i_       : Item 
                |                         mh2       : You get 2 med. herbs 
                |    ___   ___                        and face 2 enemies 
                 ---|___|-|___|---                     
                                  |       _s_       : You get sword 
                                 _|_ 
                                |___| 
                                  | 
                     ___   ___    | 
                    |_s_|-|___|--- 
                      | 
                     _|_ 
                    |___| 
                      | 
                     _|_ 
                    |___| 
                      | 
         ___   ___   _|_ 
        |___|-|___|-|___| 
          | 
         _|_   ___   ___ 
        |___|-|___|-|mh2| 
                      | 
                     _|_ 
                    |___| 
                      | 
                     _|_ 
                    |___| 
                      | 
         ___   ___   _|_             
        |___|-|2_A|-|___| 
          | 
         _|_ 
        |___| 
          | 



         _|_ 
        |___|  
          | 
         _|_ 
        |___| 
          | 
         _|_ 
        |___| 
          | 
         _|_ 
        |___| 
          | 
         _|_ 
        |___| 
          | 
         _|_ 
        |s_p|   
          | 
         City 

Oh yeah, in this day, there are 2 enemies less. So, becareful about the  
enemy. 
From the starting point, go on your way (take all items you see. But, I guess 
there isn't any item), until your view is change 5 times. 
Now, your map is change. Go on, you'll face 2 enemies (I guess). Follow the 
way. Now, you see an item, right? After you take the item, 2 enemies are  
appear. Kill them both ;  After that, go on until your view is change. You  
see a save point, right? Save your game now. Because your enemies are  
difficult later. After you save your game, go on your way. 

Now, you see 2 enemies, aren't you? Kill them both. Becareful with their  
slash (you take many damage if you take the slash). Now, go on 2 view, face 2 
enemies. Now, there is a secret here. Go to the upper right corner. Now, take 
the items (2 med. herbs). Now, go on your way until your view are change 8  
times and becareful with the enemies you're facing.  

Now, take the sword (from the starting point you enter this room, take the  
sword. The sword is at your right. I mean, the sword is on the wall), Now,  
becareful with the 2 enemies. Go on the way until the view are change 2  
times. There are 2 enemies here. the one is in front of you, and the one  
enemy again is at your left (it's invisible). Keep press R1 until he comes.  
Now, go forward. Next, go left. There are 3 enemies there. Becareful. Next,  
go upper left. There is an enemy if you take the item. then go on the way  
until you go to 2nd floor.  

Now, go left. There is an enemy. This enemy is so difficult. Why? Because you 
can't kill him with one slash technique, and his slash is very strong. So  
becareful. Go on, your way until you see a save point (it's at upper left  
corner). Now, go to your right. There are 4 enemies. But you face 2 enemies  
first, and then you fight 2 enemies again. Now, go on your path until you go  
to the 3rd floor. Now, you fight the Final Boss. 

The easiest to defeat the Final Boss : 
1. Change your sword to the sword you got from your friend just now 
2. Now, you can't block your boss' attack 



3. Becareful with his attack and his Magic Sword 
4. He can use the item. So defeat the boss quickly 
5. The boss can't block your attack to 

Well, your journey with Kotaru has been finally over.  

Now, don't forget to save your game after the credit's scroll is over,  
because you need this save to play again (your item, weapon, is same if you  
play the game with Kotaru again). Use your save slot and play again with  
Hyaku. If you end this game with Hyaku, you get the real ending. 

                     _______          
       ~~~~~~~~     |                |         |\    |     ~~~~~~~~ 
       ~~~~~~~~     |_______         |         | \   |     ~~~~~~~~ 
       ~~~~~~~~     |                |         |  \  |     ~~~~~~~~ 
       ~~~~~~~~     |                |         |   \ |     ~~~~~~~~ 
       ~~~~~~~~     |                |         |    \|     ~~~~~~~~ 

#################################### 
H Y A K U ' S  W A L K T H R O U G H 
#################################### 

| First Day | 

Item : 3 herb, dagger, flower dagger 
Enemy : 8 enemies 

Here is the map : 
       ___   ___   ___ 
city -|s_p|-|_d_|-|_h_|   Legend : 
                    |     _d_ : Dagger 
                   _|_    _b_ : Boss 
                  |___|   f_d : Flower dagger (is it okay? ^_^) 
                    | 
                   _|_   ___   ___   ___   ___ 
                  |___|-|___|-|f_d|-|_b_|-|___| 

First, go up, and gather information from citizens. Now, go to the upper  
right from city. Now, you will practice with your friend. If you enough  
practice, press select. 

Now, there is only one way. go on your way until your view  
are change 7 times. There, you'll face the boss. 

The easiest to defeat the boss : 
Just attack him with your fifth slash technique. Ignore his tropper. If you  
kill the troopers, he'll call his troopers again. If your health is low, use  
your herb.

| Second Day | 

Item : Sword dagger, 3 herbs 
Enemy : ?? enemy, 1 boss 

Go to the upper right corner of the city, then collect the item. The items 
are : sword dagger, and 2 herbs. After that, gp back to the first start  
point. It's on the bottom of the city. go on your way till you see a herb.  



Take it. Now, enter the house, which is on the left. Now, go out, and you  
will face a boss. 

The easiest to defeat the boss : 
Just give the boss your best attack. If your life bar is low,  
use your magic sword that use three blue bars. This boss is easy. 

| Third Day | 

Item : 3 herb, item (forgot the name), sword dagger, 3 antidotes, 2 bombs,  
       3 mid. herbs, 3 keys, 1 key, item 
Enemy : There are much enemies here, so becareful. The enemies are weak, but 
        becareful with enemies with pole. 

Here is the part 1's map : 
       ___   ___   ___ 
city -|s_p|-|_h_|-|_i_|       Legend : 
                    |         _i_ : item 
                   _|_        s_d : sword dagger 
                  |___|    
                    | 
                   _|_   ___   ___   ___   ___ 
                  |___|-|___|-|_h_|-|s_d|-|___|- part 2 

Here is the part 2's map : 
             ______ 
       ___  |      |  ___   ___   ___   ___ 
   ---|___|-|______|-|m_h|-|___|-|_a_|-|3_k|            Legend : 
  |     |                    |           |              _a_ : antidote 
 _|_   _|_                  _|_   ___   _|_             1kb : 1 key and bomb 
|___|-|i_b|                |m_h|-|___|-|_a_|            3_k : one of 3 keys 
  |                          |           |              i_b : item and bomb 
 _|_                        _|_   ___    | 
|m_h|                      |3_k|-|___|--- 
  |                          | 
Miss 4          ___   ___   _|_ 
               |1kb|-|___|-|___| 
                             | 
                            _|_ 
                           |_h_| 
                             |               Part 1 
                            _|_               _|_ 
                           |___|             |s_p| 
                             |                 | 
                            _|_   ___   ___   _|_ 
                           |___|-|_a_|-|___|-|___| 

From starting point part 1, follow your path until part 2 and take all items. 
From starting point part 2, follow your way until first _h_. 
From now, there is an easy puzzle.  
Go on two screen, face 3 enemies, take the shiny item. That's a key. Now,  
collect all 3 keys (I give it the name on my map). Now, go to 1kb point. 
Take the bomb, and take the shiny item. WAAAOOW! the door is close! I can't  
go on my jurney!  
No! you already collect 3 keys, aren't you? Now, use your three keys on it. 
Nah! the door is open!. Go on your way until you see a save point. Save your 
game because the boss is difficult. 

The easiest to defeat the boss: 



On her first form, she is easy enough. But her second form is tough enough. 
On her first form, keep attack her and keep press R1 (block). If she jump on 
bamboo, jump on it too. You can reach it.  
On her second form, I don't have the easiest to defeat it. Just do it what I  
tell you to defeat her first form. Good luck ! ^_^ 

After defeat her, go on your way 1 view. Now, use your 1 key on the door.  
Inside, take the shiny item and bomb. Now, nack 1 view. After that, go on  
your way until your view are change 3 times. Now, you're at Day 4. 

| Forth Day | 

Item : 1 antidote, 3 herbs, 1 item, 2 mid. herbs, sword dagger, flower dagger 
       , 1 high herb. 
Enemy : ?? Ninjas, 2 boss 

Here is the map :  
 ______ 
|      |                                        Legend: 
|_H__h_|                                        3mb : at this area, you face  
    |                                                 3 enemies and boss (la 
   _|_               ___   ___   ___   ___            ter) 
  |___|             |s_d|-|___|-|3mb|-|m_h|     s_d : sword dagger 
    |                 |           |             1fd : here, you face 1 enemy 
   _|_   ___         _|_         _|_                  and find 1 flower  
  |___|-|m_h|       |1fd|       |_i_|                 dagger 
    |     |           |           |             2_h : face 2 enemies, find herb 
    |    _|_   ___   _|_         _|_   ___   ___   ___   ___ 
     ---|___|-|___|-|2_h|       |___|-|_h_|-|_h_|-|_a_|-|s_p| 

Equip your new weapon. It's strong enough. 

From starting point, follow your path and don't forget to take all items. 
Go on until 2_h area. Now, if you go on, there are 2 enemies waiting for you. 

The trick :  
Kill the first ninja (it's in front of you). Now, kill other ninja. 

Go on, and save your game at save point. Now, go up and face the first 3  
boss.

The easiest to defeat the boss : 
I don't have the easiest trick. But, I will try it. 
First, don't press R1, because your boss are 3 
Second, keep run around after attack the boss 
third, heal your life bar if it is low 
Yes! there are three trick you must know. 

After the boss die (all), take the high herb. Now, save your game, and after 
that, go to 3mb area and fight with your friend. 

The easiest to defeat the boss : 
Keep press R1. Now, after he attack you, attack him (he will dodge your forth 
and fifth hit. But, try to hit him with your forth and fifth hit). If he use  
his bumerang magic, block it and then run around. Nowm if he run and jump on  
you, his jump will not attack you. So, if he already jump and attack, it's  
time to attack. Now, if his life is 1/4 (maybe), he use his magic sword.  
His magic sword is difficult to dodge. But, there is a tips to defeat him  
now. Use your dagger. Use your dagger or sword dagger or flower dagger, is  



up to you. But, I suggest you to use your dagger. Because the dagger are  
many, and it's cause much damage on him. 

| Fifth Day | 

Item : 2 mid. herbs 
Enemy : ?? zombies  

Now, take the items. It is at upper right and left corner. Now, kill as many  
as you can before the time is up.  
I give you a trick. Kill the zombies about 300 zombies because you get  
INFINITE DAGGER. Once you got the infinite spear, you will find it much more  
fun to play it the second time with Hyaku. 

Now, after the time is up, you'll see event that told you if there are 2 big 
monster worms. 

The easiest to defeat the boss: 
Now, press start. You see there is : "bla bla bla 5 bla bla bla" right? 
That mean, you must use your fifth slashes technique and at the fifth slash, 
press square rapidly.  
The trick are : 
1. If you want, use this trick : make those two big bad worms come close, and 
                                 use your magic sword that I told you just  
                                 now. 
2. Use your magic sword to one big worm, and another worm, you kill with your 
   slashes or another magic sword, which use dagger. 

After that, fifth day is end. It's short, isn't it? (I only take 10  
minutes here). 

| Sixth Day | 

Item : Glasses, and many more! 
Enemy : ?? enemy 

First, go to your left, take the shiny item. Then, go left, up, up, left. 
There, enter the house. There, give the glasses you found at the center of  
the town. Then, you can change your costume.  
Now, you have to go to the temple on the sixth day for Hyaku. After you pass 
the temple gate, the next screen is where the event happened for Kotaru 
who has to protect the girl.  Go pass this screen, on the next screen, you  
will see a lot of stone statues on both left and right side of the walkway.   
The first one on the right is broken.  Check that.  And you will find the  
third secret letter, then bring it to the blacksmith.  He will give you the  
last sword for Hyaku. 
This sword is the most powerful sword in Hyaku's days. 

Now, Go up of town. Next, take all the items you see and kill all enemies  
(the best is to ignore them but becareful of their attack). Becareful with  
his head attack (the creature is : his hole body is read, without sharp  
wings).  
The best trick is : ignore them by run and jump if they attack you. 

After that, I give you part 1's map : 
       ___
      |___| 
        | 



       _|_
      |___|              
        |                
       _|_
      |___|  
        | 
       _|_
      |___| 
        |          Legend : 
       _|_         There is no any confused word right? 
      |m_h|        Oh ya, there is one confused word. 
        |          _s_ is not you get sword, but there is save point 
       _|_
      |___| 
        | 
       _|_   ___ 
      |m_h|-|___| 
              | 
 ___   ___   _|_ 
|___|-|_i_|-|_s_| 
  | 
 _|_ 
|s_p|

From starting point, you see two enemies with pikes, ignore them. After your  
view is change, you face two man again. Ignore them. Next, take the item and  
go on your path. There, save your game (the enemies is not following you,  
right? wonder why they aren't following you ^_^). Now, go right. Go up to  
the roof by jump from the rock to rock. After that, go on to the left. There, 
take mid. herb. Go on, face the enemies (maybe 2 ninjas) and take one mid.  
herb. Go on. Becareful! there is a ninja waiting you there. First, press R1  
(block). After he attack you, attack him quickly. Go on until your view  
change 4 times.  

Now, I give you part 2's (forth views)map : 

            ___   ___ 
mid. boss -|___|-|___|---        Legend : 
                        |        spd : Starting point and take dagger 
     ___               _|_       f_d : flower dagger       
    |spd|             |h_h|      h_h : high herb 
      |                 | 
      |    ___   ___    | 
       ---|___|-|f_d|--- 

I tell you. from now on, there are 2 enemies at least. But there is one enemy 
on several place. The enemies are : blue ninja and poisonous bird. The enemy 
is : blue ninja. Go on 2 screens. Take Flower Dagger. Go on one screen, take 
high herb. Becareful, blue ninja is come if you come to that place (item  
place). Go on 2 more screens. There is your last flower (not save point).  
Save there, and prepare (prepare the sword you want to use. Not use your  
healing herb to fill your life bar. Because your life bar is full when you  
face the boss.) to face mid. boss.  

The easiest to defeat the boss :  
Press R1 always. Close to him. Now, use your fifth slashes technique or  
fifth slashes + press square rapidly.  
This is my trick (this trick is the trick which I use to defeat him): 
Just get close to him and use fifth slashes + press square technique. Next, 



attack him. If he dodge my attack, I ignore it. Use herb(s) if your life bar 
is low. If his life bar is low, don't heal yourself. Because, your life bar  
is full when you face your last boss. Don't use another Magic Sword.  

Event : 
Then, you see a stairs. Then, you go up the stairs. 
(I'm sorry, I'm not a good talker ^_^) 

| Final Day | 

Item : None 
Enemy : Big monster (Final boss) 

Next, you see a man with white cloth. After a little conversation, he will  
turn back and look to your face. KYAAA! he is not a man! he is a monster! 
After that, look how is he turn into a big monster.  

Now, choose who will fight the boss : 
1. Kotaru 
2. Hyaku 

I suggest you choose Hyaku. Okay, if you want to choose Kotaru, it's ok.  

The easiest to defeat the final boss : 
Just hit him. If you can, use your magic sword. Your most powerful magic  
sword (fifth slashes + square rapidly). Use it one time. Next, attack him  
as many as you can. After your blue bars is on three, nah, it's time to kill 
him. Use your magic sword which use 3 blue bars (it's up to you. you want to  
use final desperation or most powerful magic sword. He will die).  
After he dies, you'll see FMV 

FMV 
Your final boss die and now, their mission is complete. But, the building is  
starting to collapse. they go out of this room. Now, they see a sea. They  
agree to jump to the sea. After jump to the sea, you'll see if the building  
collapse. 

Now, you see your real ending. 

           _____   _   _      ____       ____    _    _    _____             
    ~~~~~~   |    | |_| |    |          |       |  \ | |  |     \  ~~~~~~ 
    ~~~~~~   |    |  _  |    |----      |----   |   \| |  |      > ~~~~~~ 
    ~~~~~~   |    |_| |_|    |____      |____   |_|\ __|  |_____/  ~~~~~~ 

########################################################### 
GAME SHARK CODES FOR SHINJI DAIGEKI ACTION : RASEDSU NO KEN 
########################################################### 
   

  --------------------------------------------------------------- 
  | NO |   NAME                                 |  CODE         | 
  =============================================================== 
  |  1 |Infinite HP                             | 30098728 00FA | 
  |  2 |Infinite Magic                          | 3009872D 00FA | 
  |  3 |Max Exp                                 | 300BD428 00C8 | 



  |  4 |Infinite Life Second Character [Note 1] | 80098B54 0064 | 
  |  5 |Infinite Herb                           | 800D7448 0003 | 
  |  6 |Double Magic Slash (Press R2)           | D00BB2F8 0002 | 
  |    |                                        | 800BCAC8 0028 | 
  |  7 |One Slash Kill                          | D0048926 0270 | 
  |    |                                        | 80048926 0000 | 
  |  8 |Infinite Items                          | D00591D6 0211 | 
  |    |                                        | 800591D6 0200 | 
  |  9 |Never Get Poisoned                      | D00474C2 A4A2 | 
  |    |                                        | 800474C2 A4A0 | 
  |  10| Tool 1 Modifier (00-2C)                | 80099AD8 00?? | 
  |  11| Infinite Tool 1                        | 80099AD9 00FF | 
  |  12| Tool 2 Modifier (00-2C)                | 80099AF6 00?? | 
  |  13| Infinite Tool 2                        | 80099AF7 00FF | 
  ------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note 1: With this code, Only use it when necessary, like escorting a second  
        character while playing.  
??    : Values: You can change these '?'s to any number 0-9 and any  
        letter A-F. These values work in HEX mode 0-F. So, therefore, the  
        higher the value, the greater the effect, and vice versa with the  
        lower the value  
        
        Notes: Please NOTE, that not all values can be used for all games, so 
        if the game locks up when you put in a certain value, please lower  
        your value some  
         

Nb    : I don't have a Game Shark. So, I can't try it, and I hope these codes 
        is working. Now, I ask for you whom have a Game Shark v2.3 to try it  
        and please tell me if these codes working or not. 

########################## 
S P E C I A L  T H A N K S 
########################## 

1. Thanks to God for everything. 
2. Thanks to Konami's credit that make a great game like this, and I hope 
   they will make a game like this (but there are improvement). 
3. Thanks to lin zhou <darklumina@hotmail.com> who help me write Hyaku's  
   techniques and Magic Sword. And tell me the trick how to get invinite 
   dagger.
4. Thanks to Dennis Dominguez <redspike@skyinet.net> who tell me how to get  
   double sword, rusted sword, and how to restored the rusted sword (for  
   Kotaru). And give me how to launch final desperation (for Hyaku and  
   Kotaru). 
5. Thanks to "Jeffrey Daniel Wong" <Jdwong@ica.net> who tell me how to  
   change costume and blacksmith's place. 
6. Thanks to my cousin who borrow me this game. 
7. Thanks to GMCCC for the game shark codes 

Tell me if there is an error in this walkthrough and one more, I want you to  
tell me if you have a new game like this, please tell me and I will make the 
walkthrough if I have a good mood that time. ^o^ tee hee. 

Thanks for Read My walkthrough and oppinion and suggestion is very useful for 



me. 
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